
Get a 30 day 

Free Trial 

Professional Cloud-based Dispatch, Fleet and Workforce   
Management Solution With Benefits You Can Count On 
 

 Easy Dispatching and Fleet Tracking Solution 

 Integrated Google Maps GPS/ AVL with bonus features 

 Fast Deployment with no need for servers or additional hardware 

 Ready for integration with MOTOTRBO® systems and GPRS devices  

www.safemobile.com 



SafeNet™ is SafeMobile’s affordable, entirely web-based, solution to all 

fleet management needs. From anywhere in the world with an internet 

connected PC, fleet managers are able to effectively monitor their              

MOTOTRBO® or GPRS enabled workforce.  

When used in conjunction with your radio network, SafeNet™ provides 

you with invaluable tools to maximize efficiency, achieve seamless                   

communication and analyze critical data via key reports to get more  

from your communication systems.  

Integrate Plan Dispatch 

Navigate Report 

Simultaneous communication 

with multiple platforms all 

from one PC or tablet 

Optimize driving times and 

routes by monitoring unit’s 

speed, heading and patterns 

Analyze report data to pin-

point cost saving opportunities 

Live, worldwide Google map-

ping interface with street view 

Real-time data from your radio                         

fleet to localize units and reduce                        

response times 
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So Many Features in One Fully Integrated Package 
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 Real-time GPS/ AVL location                   
information with history 

 Alerts and Geo-fences 

 Unit status on/ off 

 Polling or immediate location                       
reporting 

 Emergency notifications 

 Text Messaging 

 Time-stamped speed and heading 

information  

 E-mail gateway with user-friendly 

inbox/ outbox 

 Intuitive location-based,                       

exportable daily data reports 



Hassle-Free Integration 

Use our easy-to-implement interface to get connected with your MOTOTRBO®  

radios or GPRS tracking systems. You can make job creation, dispatching or                

asset monitoring fully managed by your existing system with no need to purchase 

additional desk-top applications and hardware or servers to maintain. 
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Tracking and Monitoring 

SafeNet™ provides access to the real-time information you need to make critical 

decisions. Your data is collected and stored on a secure server and is available 

anytime, from any internet connected computer or tablet. Fleet Managers can now 

manage and monitor their mobile assets and personnel from anywhere in the world!  
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Navigation  

A live, worldwide Google mapping interface provides real-time GPS status for all units including 

speed and heading. Zones and perimeters can be set to alarm when entered and exited. Unit               

histories are recorded and can be played back with street view.  
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Dispatching 

A fast and robust messaging engine allows you send and receive messages at a glance, right from 

the map display to one unit, a group or all units at once. Display all incoming and send instant              

messages to the field for unit status, work details, routes, delays, customer requests and alarms. 
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Public Safety, Government, Transportation, Local Distribution, Utilities, Repair 

Services, Livery, Industrial, Mining, Parcel & Food Delivery, Security Services, 

Education, Hospitality, Healthcare and many more. 

Industries 

SafeNet™ is an entirely web-based via the Cloud and works perfectly 

in any mobile workforce environment. There is no hardware                    

configuration or maintenance required, ever. Just log in to the                    

secure, encrypted URL! The benefits of the SafeNet™ features will 

instantly provide an increase to your productivity and reduce                 

overhead costs for your company, no matter what industry you are in, 

that will far outweigh the nominal monthly fee to access the solution.  
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Get a 30 day 

Free Trial 

www.safemobile.com 

Send an email to: 

Sales@safemobile.com 

First Second Third 

Log In to the Management 

Tool and load in your radios. 

Start monitoring your workforce                  

immediately. It’s that simple. 
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Contact SafeMobile today to            

register for your new account. 



www.safemobile.com 

A World of Wireless Applications 


